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A solid frame in oiled oak keeps the grain of the wood visible and 

highlights the use of natural materials. Carefully chosen Scandina-

vian colors and fabrics of the upholstery compliment the natural 

wood of the oak. The armchair’s inal look is extremely lexible 

as the interchangeable upholstery is easy to remove and update 

if you want a new color.

PRODUCT FACTS

Name A Conversation Piece armchair

Designer Anders Klem, 2018

Material Solid oak, polyester, laminated veneer

Size H: 83 x W: 70 x D: 83 cm

Colours Oak/slate grey, Dark oak/slate grey, Oak/silver 

grey, Dark oak/silver grey, Oak/petrol blue, Dark 

oak/petrol blue, Oak/dusty rose, Dark oak/dusty 

rose, Oak/spring green, Dark oak/spring green.

Its compact and comfortable shape and the armchair’s narrow 

depth makes it suitable for smaller spaces and ideal for urban 

living. Its strong robust construction also makes it perfect for a 

waiting room, hotel foyer or reception area.

Anders Klem, Designer says: “A Conversation Piece is a very or-

ganic looking chair with continuous curving lines and the heart 

shaped shell adds that little bit of drama to the design. 

It’s full of interesting details like the way the back leg becomes a 

fork that holds the backrest and seat together. 

We were really focused on making the chair as comfortable as 

possible. It’s always important that the person sitting can move 

around and change position while still having the proper support 

for the body and that’s exactly what we achieved with the curved 

open shell and the angles of the chair.”

A Conversation Piece is an armchair that encourages relaxation 

and openness, unwinding and having a conversation with friends.

 The armchair’s attractive proile with its interplay of deined 

curves is inspired by the free-lowing organic furniture often 

found in the Scandinavian design story. A Conversation Piece is 

an armchair to linger on; a place for relection, inding peace, 

calmness and balance.

A CONVERSATION PIECE - AN ARMCHAIR WORTH 

TALKING ABOUT FROM UMAGE


